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ABSTRACT 
Research in personal informatics (PI) calls for systems to sup-
port social forms of tracking, raising questions about how 
privacy can and should support intentionally sharing sensitive 
health information. We focus on the case of personal data 
related to the self-tracking of bipolar disorder (BD) in order 
to explore the ways in which disclosure activities intersect 
with other privacy experiences. While research in HCI of-
ten discusses privacy as a disclosure activity, this does not 
reflect the ways in which privacy can be passively experienced. 
In this paper we broaden conceptions of privacy by defining 
transparency experiences and contributing factors in contrast 
to disclosure activities and preferences. Next, we ground this 
theoretical move in empirical analysis of personal narratives 
shared by people managing BD. We discuss the resulting emer-
gent model of transparency in terms of implications for the 
design of socially-enabled PI systems. CAUTION: This paper 
contains references to experiences of mental illness, including 
self-harm, depression, suicidal ideation, etc. 
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privacy, personal informatics, serious mental illness, bipolar 
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CCS Concepts 
•Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social 
computing theory, concepts and paradigms; •Security and 
privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy; 

INTRODUCTION 
Personal informatics (PI) and self-tracking systems help indi-
viduals collect, manage, reflect, and act on personal data [38]. 
While PI systems support an array of personal data and data 
management practices, many individuals use them exclusively 
for managing health and wellness. One important use case is 
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the self-management of serious mental illness (SMI), such as 
bipolar disorder (BD). 

BD is characterized by manic, hypomanic, depressive, and/or 
mixed episodes. People managing BD experience fluctua-
tions in mood and energy levels that can be difficult to control. 
While self-managing BD often involves documenting behav-
iors such as sleep, exercise and social interaction on a daily 
basis, the characteristics of BD can make self-assessment 
difficult. Research has suggested that collective systems for 
tracking and interpreting behaviors can be beneficial [48]. To 
successfully support the management of BD, PI systems must 
move past the individual-centered focus of personal informat-
ics into more collaborative models of engagement [48, 53] 
with formal and informal care networks [53]. However, sensi-
tivities and stigmas around mental health generally [19, 48] 
and the affordances available in the experience of managing 
BD require privacy to be considered throughout the design 
process [48]. This paper examines the privacy experiences 
of people managing BD as part of a multi-phase research pro-
gram to develop a collective PI system for people who manage 
BD [34, 48, 69]. 

Previously, we conducted a series of semi-structured inter-
views with individuals with BD to understand their lived expe-
riences [48, 69]. During these interviews, we asked partici-
pants about their experiences tracking, assessing, and sharing 
their mental health. To understand the privacy experiences of 
participants during these interviews, we turned to prior work 
in privacy and (mental) health-related PI systems. A common 
model for privacy used in PI research is disclosure, or “the 
telling of the previously unknown so that it becomes shared 
knowledge” [31]. This is often operationalized through disclo-
sure practices, preferences [15, 58, 60], and concerns [7, 42, 
58], such as whether and how information should be shared in 
the context of family-centered health-tracking [58]. 

Though disclosure is an important component of privacy, fo-
cusing on the action of disclosure did not reflect the ways 
in which our participants passively experienced privacy. For 
instance, some participants described how they struggled with 
highly perceptible conditions of BD such as inconsistent social 
engagement or rapid speech. Further, centering our analysis 
on disclosure risked privileging the perspective that what is 
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(in)visible to others is always the result of intentional choice. 
In the case of our participants, there were multiple factors 
influencing their ability to modulate the (in)visibility of their 
mental health status. These two points (i.e., that not all experi-
ences of privacy are actions, and we cannot assume intention 
with regards to all revelations) are particularly challenging 
requirements for the design of PI systems to support SMI. 

Other authors in HCI have also advocated for understanding 
privacy beyond disclosure [7, 22, 35, 50, 51, 54, 57]. Specifi-
cally, we draw from the framework of contextual integrity to 
understand our participants’ transparency experiences and con-
tributing factors in contrast to disclosure practices, preferences, 
and concerns. Doing so enables us to better understand privacy 
in terms of specific contextual factors related to (in)visibility 
of identity. This helps move towards a more holistic model 
of collective and situated information sharing practices [7, 
22, 54], and allows us to foreground and address the distinct 
experiences of vulnerable populations [40]. 

This paper addresses the following research questions: 

• RQ1: How do people managing BD experience the 
(in)visibility of mental illness? 

• RQ2: What factors modulate these (in)visibility experi-
ences? 

• RQ3: What are the implications for collective PI system 
design for managing BD? 

As we will explain throughout the paper, transparency is a 
state related to, though distinct from, the activity of disclo-
sure. Transparency results from an assemblage of personal 
data in a particular context generated by both automated and 
human-driven mechanisms [13]. Thus, transparency experi-
ences are the ways that people are made (in)visible within a 
particular context. This notion of transparency is contextually 
grounded in the lived experiences of our participants, including 
social and cultural attitudes towards mental illness. To under-
stand what modulates these experiences of (in)visibility, we 
conducted an inductive thematic analysis of semi-structured 
interview transcripts to identify the influences that impact 
transparency experiences, which we call transparency factors. 
We identified five such factors: personal, audience, interface, 
externalization, and societal factors. 

While prior research has investigated how PI systems can fa-
cilitate and support both self-driven [44] and collective mental 
health self-management practices [48, 69] in the context of 
managing BD, work has not yet 1) focused on privacy prac-
tices in PI systems using transparency as an interpretive frame-
work, 2) explored what influences or motivates transparency 
experiences, or 3) disambiguated the privacy frameworks of 
disclosure and transparency in PI systems. Our research seeks 
to fill these gaps, broadening and complicating ideas of privacy 
to, in turn, inform design research. 

RELATED WORK 
The intersection of personal informatics, mental health, and 
privacy is a growing HCI focus [19, 52, 53]. We discuss the 
interdisciplinary literature that motivated our analytic perspec-
tive: PI systems for mental health management and privacy. 

PI systems and mental health 
PI platforms and self-tracking applications help individuals 
collect, manage, reflect, and act on personal data [38]. These 
systems track data such as physical activity, location, finances 
[26], internet history [35], social media [19, 62], and health-
related data [46, 62]. Individuals use health-related PI systems 
for tasks such as finding support [19, 52], changing their 
behavior [62], or managing a chronic condition [46]. 

Though these PI systems are often developed for general users 
[27], they have become therapeutic resources for individuals 
managing serious mental illness (SMI) such as bipolar disorder 
(BD) [44, 45, 47]. Self-tracking—both clinically advised 
and self-directed—is central to the treatment of BD. Self-
tracking activities might include mood monitoring [32, 43] 
or paper-based diaries [20]. However, an individual-centered 
design perspective can miss opportunities to support the social 
practices that serve an equally important role in health [23, 
25, 24] and health care [34, 48, 53, 69]. 

A common social practice of personal health informatics sys-
tems is to support health information sharing between patient 
and clinician [74]. While patient–clinician relationships are 
important, this focus can miss how informal relationships 
impact health care outcomes [19, 44, 48]. Concepts like 
“relational recovery” from the mental health domain acknowl-
edge the role that social supports beyond the clinician–patient 
relationship play in coping with chronic illnesses [59]. It 
is against this backdrop that researchers have called for the 
design of collective PI systems [48]. These systems leverage 
models of sociotechnical relationships to support a range of 
collective sensemaking practices, including information shar-
ing, comparing, and pooling [48], within peer networks [52] 
and families [58]. This paper is part of a broader program to 
understand how to design and develop a social PI system to 
support the management of BD [48, 69]. 

Health-related PI systems and privacy 
The sensitivity of health data [11, 19] and stigmas surrounding 
mental health [48] require us to thoughtfully consider privacy 
throughout the design of PI systems to support the collective 
management of SMI like BD [22, 48]. We discuss prior 
research concerning privacy and sharing health information in 
technology-mediated social contexts to inform our analysis of 
participants’ experiences of privacy. 

A common strategy to frame privacy in health-related PI sys-
tems is disclosure practices, preferences, and concerns. In the 
PI literature, this is frequently done in the context of social 
media, which aims to understand if, how, with whom, and why 
people choose to share or hide health-related PI data [3, 5, 
14, 25, 46, 73]. People post personal health data on social 
media for a variety of reasons, including for accountability, 
emotional support, motivation, or getting advice [49, 75]. For 
example, people might use Instagram to track and share food 
data to support healthy eating behavior [14], or they might 
receive social support related to chronic disease management 
on Facebook, Twitter, or a condition-specific site [46, 64]. 

While people disclose sensitive health information to social 
media [4, 19, 55, 73], willingness to share personal health data 
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is by no means the default stance due to perceived threats to 
reputation or privacy [11]. People are typically more com-
fortable making revelations about sensitive or stigmatized 
topics online when anonymous [56]. For instance, people with 
“throwaway” accounts are more likely to make mental health 
disclosures on reddit [19]. Researchers have synthesized these 
disclosure and privacy practices into design guidelines, recom-
mendations, and frameworks for PI systems [17, 23, 24, 25, 
53]. We draw from this work to understand the complex rea-
sons that people share or hide sensitive or stigmatized health 
information in social PI systems. 

Several authors have explored how people engaging in 
technologically-mediated disclosure decide to share or with-
hold information by performing a “privacy calculus” [21, 37] 
or mental computation to rationally weigh the benefits and 
risks of sharing content online, such as health information 
[36]. However, this process can be complicated by decision-
making biases and heuristics such as loss aversion [1, 18] 
(e.g., people tend to avoid divulging personal details online 
when the potential risks are highlighted instead of the potential 
gains [1]). Usable privacy research identifies design oppor-
tunities that can “nudge” people towards more informed and 
beneficial privacy decisions [1, 71, 72]. 

PI literature examining disclosure behaviors, preferences, and 
concerns, as well as the privacy calculus that can inform these 
decisions, provide a useful base for our analysis. As we discuss 
later, we draw from this literature the importance of under-
standing how disclosure actions and choices influenced our 
participants’ experiences of privacy. 

Beyond disclosure and privacy calculus, HCI researchers have 
considered the contextual nature of privacy. Based on Alt-
man’s theory of privacy regulation theory [2], Palen and 
Dourish frame privacy as a dynamic, negotiated practice of 
managing different contextual boundaries [54]. Researchers 
also examined privacy using Nissenbaum’s “contextual in-
tegrity”, which assesses whether the norms of information 
flow have been contextually violated [7, 50, 51]. Our work 
supports these orientations towards privacy as a contextual phe-
nomenon; however, we broaden the scope of inquiry around 
practice to consider a set of transparency experiences. 

METHOD 
The data analyzed for this study was collected during a three-
phase co-design project with people who have been diagnosed 
with BD. The focus of these sessions was to identify ways 
to improve the display and usability of self-tracking data for 
people living with SMI. Along with visual elicitation activi-
ties (reported and discussed elsewhere [69]), we conducted 
a series of interviews with participants that focused on their 
personal experiences with BD and how they self-monitor their 
mental health. This paper reports the results of a two-phase 
qualitative analysis of the interview transcripts in order to iden-
tify privacy-related requirements for collective PI systems for 
BD. Throughout the interview process, participants regularly 
mentioned decisions, intentions, concerns, and experiences 
related to the (in)visibility of their illness, both in general and 
as potentially facilitated by self-tracking artifacts. Our goal in 
focusing on issues of information sharing and access was to 

better understand the mechanisms of (in)visibility that need to 
be supported by the privacy features and functions of our col-
lective PI system. These analyses provide the foundation for a 
model of privacy through the lens of transparency experiences. 

Statement of Ethics 
In working with vulnerable populations, our research group 
explicitly values the multiple types of expertise held by our 
participant collaborators. The primary goal of qualitative data 
elicitation activities was to provide a platform for our partic-
ipant collaborators to share their experiences, insights, con-
cerns, and ideas. Our study was reviewed and approved by the 
University of Washington’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). 
In order to minimize potential harms to participants, our work 
in developing a PI system to support the management of BD 
has been conducted in continuous collaboration with partici-
pants and clinical experts. Throughout their engagement with 
the study, participants were reminded of the voluntary nature 
of answering questions and performing design activities. Re-
gardless of level or duration of participation, all participants 
who came in for a session received full incentive payment of 
$25 plus $5 for travel expenses. 

Participants 
We worked with fourteen individuals (5 male, 9 female, 20 to 
64 years old, average age 45.9), all of whom self-reported that 
they: (1) were over the age of 18, (2) had an existing diagnosis 
of bipolar disorder, and (3) had not been hospitalized for men-
tal health issues in the last six months (i.e., were stable at the 
time of interviews). Participants were recruited via local com-
munity organizations such as the National Alliance for Mental 
Illness (NAMI) local chapter, the Depression and Bipolar Sup-
port Alliance (DBSA), the Institute of Translational Health 
Sciences (ITHS) patient recruitment service, and materials dis-
tributed through campus health care clinics and email listservs. 
We also invited participants to share information about the 
study with their personal social networks. Each participant 
joined us for a series of interviews and design activities that 
helped us learn more about their experiences with BD. 

One potential limitation of our work is that those individuals 
who volunteered to talk candidly about their experience with 
BD for our study may tend towards more “visible” privacy 
practices in relation to their mental illness status and history. 
While we recognize this potential bias, we do not come to 
conclusions in our analysis about the overall distribution of 
(in)visibility tendencies amongst individuals with BD. Rather, 
we identify generalizable transparency factors and suggest 
design approaches that allow for flexibility in supporting a 
wide range of transparency experiences. 

Data 
The first two co-design sessions were semi-structured proto-
cols focused on personal experiences with BD, self-monitoring 
practices, and attitudes towards information sharing. Because 
the protocol for the third session centered on reactions to vi-
sual motifs to represent the experience of BD [69] and not 
experiences managing BD, we focused our analysis on the 
first two semi-structured interview transcripts. 
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During interviews, we asked participants about their experi-
ences with BD, starting from either the first appearance of 
symptoms or their formal diagnosis. We prompted them to 
share how they check in with themselves over time, how they 
know if they are doing okay, and what triggers they regularly 
monitor. We also asked about whether they tended to share 
these observations with anyone, how they decide with whom 
to share information about their mental health, and if their shar-
ing preferences or practices have changed over time. Although 
we did not ask specific questions about privacy practices, data 
protection, privacy preferences, or disclosure concerns, all of 
these ideas were mentioned throughout the interviews. 

The two semi-structured interviews produced 28 recorded 
interviews. Interviews were initially transcribed using an au-
tomated transcription service1. The research team manually 
verified and de-identified each transcript. 

Analysis 
Qualitative analysis was performed in two phases. First, we 
used discourse analysis to identify transparency experiences 
described by participants, which are experiences that fore-
ground the visibility or invisibility of participants’ mental 
health states or conditions. Next, we conducted a thematic 
analysis of these experiences to understand the factors that in-
fluenced the transparency of participants’ mental health status. 

The first analytic task involved locating all passages in the 
transcripts which contained a participant’s description of trans-
parency experiences. Transparency experiences were de-
scribed by participants as situations when the (in)visibility 
of a facet of their identity, such as medical history, physical 
appearance, or personal experiences, played a significant role 
in their ability to intentionally share or conceal their mental 
health status. Participants communicated their experiences 
with information sharing through discursive markers [28] 
such as language, framing, and context, so we used discourse 
analysis [30] to formally identify these passages using an 
iterative and inductive process. 

Coding was led by the first author who periodically verified 
results and resolved discrepancies with the last author, who is 
trained in discourse analysis. Ultimately, the coding scheme 
was validated through discussion amongst the full research 
team, a process referred to by Johnstone [30] as achieving 
evidentiary warrant through arguing to consensus. 

Discursive markers [28] of transparency experiences included: 

• Topic/object: The object of a transparency practice that 
is made (in)visible. Objects included digital information, 
photos, medical history, aspects of identity, etc. 

• Social actors: Other people involved in a transparency ex-
perience. Actors included clinicians, family, friends, col-
leagues, roommates, no one, etc. 

• Activities: Things being done through transparency lan-
guage, such as sharing, revealing, masking, synchronizing, 
building empathy or rapport, etc. 

1https://www.temi.com/ 

• Outcomes: The result of a transparency practice. Outcomes 
included changing medication, hiding a secret, cooperative 
work, achieving goals, etc. 

The second analytic task identified and categorized the influ-
ences that impact transparency experiences. We conducted an 
inductive thematic analysis [6] of the transparency experience 
discourse segments. This task was led by the first author who 
identified initial transparency factors. In a process that fol-
lowed the same validation principles as the initial discourse 
analysis, the third and fourth authors applied these codes to 
subsets of the data. Results were compared, discrepancies 
were reconciled through discussion, and the codebook was 
revised. This iterative process continued until all data were 
coded to the satisfaction of the analysis team. Next, we de-
scribe each of the five transparency factors that were identified 
through the thematic analysis of transparency experiences. 

RESULTS 
Our analysis of the factors that shape transparency experiences 
revealed complex, multi-layered systems of interdependence. 
We found that the ways in which a characteristic, emotional 
state, behavior, or diagnosis are visible to others influenced an 
individual’s ability to exercise intentional disclosure of mental 
illness. In other words, certain circumstantial realities medi-
ated our participants’ ability to actively control their privacy. 
For example, the highly visible nature of rapid speech were 
inherently more visible than internal experiences of chronic 
anxiety and depression. The (in)visibility of BD experiences 
played a significant role in participants’ abilities to manage 
personal information. 

In this section, we report how different factors impacted a 
participant’s ability to exercise intention and agency when 
revealing or concealing aspects of their mental health status. 
This list is not meant to be exhaustive or mutually-exclusive 
but rather to make important analytic distinctions related to 
people’s experiences. These factors were entwined in par-
ticipants’ narratives; however, by disambiguating five main 
themes across these accounts, we are able to see how a trans-
parency lens can inform the design of PI systems for SMI. 

Personal factors 
Personal factors refer to the individual or local qualities that 
impact the transparency of a person’s experience with BD. 
This was the most prevalent factor; a non-exhaustive list of 
examples includes: personality attributes (e.g. being shy or 
open), individual goals and expectations, abilities or skills, 
and personal histories and experiences. 

Individual BD symptoms modulate transparency 
Understandably, the symptoms of BD experienced by an in-
dividual played a substantial role in whether a participant’s 
status was visible. During manic phases, a few participants 
described feeling over-exposed, as P13 describes: “when I 
came out of the school and I was manic, I was like, everyone 
should know everything”. Manic symptoms also obscured 
or distorted a participant’s ability to communicate what they 
felt was an authentic presentation of how they felt in a given 
moment. P13 described explaining during a clinical visit that 
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“[the symptoms are] not presenting the way that you’re feeling. 
That... can be very frustrating”. 

A common transparency experience reported by our partici-
pants was physical isolation during an acute episode. Partici-
pants described “going into hibernation” (P09) or “detaching” 
(P06) from other people “when things get rough” (P09). Par-
ticipants offered a number of reasons for these experiences, 
for instance to shield themselves or others: P06 said, “I don’t 
want it to be worse by other people being involved”.; P13 
said “I’m avoiding somebody because I know I’m being manic 
and I don’t want to freak somebody out”; P06 recalled trying 
to explain to a close friend why it seemed like they were do-
ing well most of the time, despite serious struggles with their 
mental health: “I’m not around you when I’m not fine”. Sev-
eral participants described working to re-establish visibility 
with family and friends after such periods of isolation. P09 
described letting people “know that I still love them but this is 
what happened, I’m dealing with it and your support would be 
nice”. Here, lack of visibility is not adequately described by 
the choice or preference to disclose that is typically addressed 
within conventional privacy frameworks. Rather, these expe-
riences reflect situations that are too intense to manage with 
intention, so participants felt a need to withdraw. 

Maintaining appropriate transparency with care network 
On the other hand, most participants found that maintaining 
continuous visibility for some members of their support sys-
tems was a critical and necessary tool for managing mental 
health. Several participants scheduled regular check-ins with 
people, such as P20: “I check in with my parents and I check 
in with my close friends. And my close friends, my two best 
friends have been also kind of keeping track and I really open 
up to them because I’ve always been bad at communicating 
with people”. Others created more formal awareness plans 
with friends and family, such as P19: “if you see me, you know, 
very hyper... you gotta call my psychiatrist..., if not take me to 
the hospital”. Because of these “all-or-nothing” approaches 
to revealing emotional states, check-ins often required par-
ticipants to let loved ones see the full reality of symptoms, 
whether or not participants preferred to do otherwise. 

Supporting prior work [19, 52, 69], participants were selective 
with whom they shared their diagnosis; this often coincided 
with people (such as roommates, close family members, or 
colleagues working in close proximity) who were in positions 
to witness evidence of struggles with mental illness. Because 
of concerns about gaslighting and the sheer labor required to 
mask visible symptoms, P13 discloses their diagnosis imme-
diately to potential romantic partners: “when it’s somebody 
that like I’m on a date with or getting involved with, I tell 
them right away. I don’t think it’s fair to do anything else”. 
P09 does not not make an effort to hide from people that are 
close to them, both emotionally and in physical proximity: 

“when it comes to my friends, like if it’s a casual friend, no — 
but [I would tell] someone I live with or a best friend”. The 
ability to be visible to certain people (or to not feel the need to 
conceal visible aspects of mental illness) is not just a desire for 
increased intimacy with close ties or maintaining space with 
weak-ties (a disclosure-oriented framing of privacy), but a crit-

ical component in their mental health self-management plans, 
involving directing energy away from vigilant concealment 
and towards important practices of self-care (a transparency-
informed approach to sharing personal information). 

Self-articulation is an ongoing process 
A majority of our participants experienced difficulty intention-
ally articulating and sharing their experiences with BD at some 
point. For many, this was related to the protracted experience 
of diagnosis, which for BD takes an average of ten years [70]. 
For many, symptoms were visible long before they received an 
official diagnosis. As a result, our participants described adapt-
ing to the ways in which their mental health status revealed 
or hid itself at times. This included not understanding how to 
communicate with doctors (P05) or not understanding how to 
explain the nuanced or less visible aspects of extreme mood 
fluctuation (P07, P20). P18 succinctly ties together the ability 
to articulate with making their experience visible: “being able 
to explain it better to myself subsequently helps you explain it 
better to other people”. 

Risks of exposure 
Many participants were highly aware that witnessing mental 
illness can be overwhelming. They described the ways that 
they mask intense experiences like suicidal ideation or self-
harm. As P18 described, it takes “an active effort to just keep 
myself being like a normal person”. Exposure to realities like 
these, experienced by many as part of BD, can be overwhelm-
ing to loved ones as P09 described, “when I want to [update 
friends and family] it’s like a huge avalanche of stuff to talk 
about but then they worry that I’m talking about it a lot”. 

Conversely, when establishing new relationships with clini-
cians or friends, recounting personal mental health history can 
be emotionally draining. As P07 described, “I had to give my 
case history to this new [therapist] and... to explain... like 45 
years of my life to get me to this point, you know, I’m in tears 
when I talk about this thing and you have to do it in a couple 
of sessions. I don’t ever want to do that again if I don’t have 
to”. This example highlights risks not in the outcome but the 
process of revelation. 

Participants often responded to tensions between revealing 
and concealing their condition by orchestrating mixed or par-
tially obscured visibility states. For instance, P05 described 
revealing just enough of their experience with SMI to provide 
context to their child without providing so much that they 
were overwhelmed: “I’ve never told [them] anything about 
what was going on with me until I had OD’s in 2014 and I 
told [them] and I said the reason why is because I didn’t want 
to burden you”. In this case, the event of a highly visible 
overdose pushed the participant to explain to their child what 
was happening. This is not best explained as an intentional 
act of disclosure, but as a contingency response to having a 
personal experience exposed. Achieving these mixed states 
provided some participants with a sense of control over their 
condition without worrying their care network. However, par-
tial visibility was consistently described as being a response 
to situations that simply could not be concealed. 
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Audience factors 
Audience factors are qualities of a witnessing individual or 
group that influence the transparency of mental illness. 

Familiarity with BD can impact care capacity 
Perhaps the most common audience factor that mediated 
(in)visibility was a witness’s familiarity with SMI. Self-
managing BD requires continuous work, including self-
tracking, communication, and collaborative sensemaking. 
Transparency of mental health status was often based on 
whether an audience was capable of making sense of BD be-
haviors and moods as well as joining in that care work. As P19 
described, “I’m totally open with both my sisters. My younger 
[sibling], [they are] an RN so [they are] kind of the one that 
helped me get to the hospital; so [they] manage my health-
care. And then [my older sibling] helps me out with my day 
to day what’s going on”. Other participants described being 
more comfortable talking about mental illness with therapists 
who were trained to respond appropriately (P09: “[depression 
is] mostly something that I would want to talk to a therapist 
about”), or if the person had prior experience with mental ill-
ness (P12: “if there is someone else who has a family member 
with bipolar, I’m more likely to talk about [it]”. 

In this way, (in)visibility is not just a function of revealing 
or concealing an experience with mental illness, but it also 
includes the ability to make sense of what is seen. For those 
without training or personal experience, the most overt and 
perceptible behaviors associated with BD such as extreme 
irritability, delusions of grandeur, or debilitating apathy and 
depression, can be seen but not helpfully engaged. 

Translating symptom recognition into support response 
Most participants prized the judgement and collaboration of 
capable and trusted people – individuals who could see, in-
terpret, and act on the participant’s mental health status. For 
example, P20 explained, “I’ve told my friends... if you notice 
anything, please tell me because I’m just trying to be normal”. 
P19 described what it looks like when collaborative sensemak-
ing works: “A lot of people give me input and say, you know, 
this is what it is. Then I can talk to my therapist or talk to 
my psychiatrist about that and they can go yay or nay”). One 
participant said that a lack of corroboration can be frustrating 
(P05: “I like therapists who give me feedback and [they would 
not] and it drove me crazy.”). Our participants valued com-
petent caregivers who had the ability to witness and validate 
their experiences, and help translate those insights to action. 

Having an audience helps authenticate experience 
Finally, there were cases where a lack of audience was signifi-
cant. Without a capable witness, participants were unable to 
verify or validate the parts of their experience that lay outside 
their internal mental landscape. Sometimes this was because 
they had a sparse social network (P12: “I didn’t have any of 
those sisters or friends”), though this could also be due to a 
lack of capable ties (P12: “a big part of some of my mental 
health issues was the fact that if you can’t talk about the things 
you are upset about, like it’s taboo or your parent isn’t in a 
position to talk to you about it”). In both cases, not having a 
witness is highly consequential. P18 put this most succinctly: 

“this is a thing that I’ve been carrying around for a long time 

and I’d never disclose it to anybody and it’s getting kind of 
a lot to carry”. Where the idea of disclosure practices imply 
a recipient, transparency allows us to appreciate how a lack 
of visibility can impact caregivers’ abilities to witness and 
validate the experiences of people with BD. 

Interface factors 
Interface factors are qualities of the mechanisms that mediate 
or govern transparency, such as technologies, policies, and 
laws. In this sense, we are using the term interface to draw 
attention to the technological affordances, constraints, and 
mechanisms that modulate visibility in sociotechnical systems. 
In contrast to the activity of disclosure, this theme highlights 
the state of being identifiable or obscured. For example, while 
electronic health records (EHR) capture many details about a 
person’s conditions, they do not shed light on details of per-
sonal narrative that might reveal information about a patient’s 
values or personal goals. In this way, the EHR makes visible 
certain details about a person’s health history while obscuring 
other, lived aspects about personal history. 

Digital features can afford or obscure visibility 
A few participants described how some forms of technology 
enabled transparency or visibility more than others. P02 de-
scribed differences between texting and calling their therapist: 

“It’s almost like text is less urgent than calling him ... so, if I call 
him it’s like I’m on my way to the hospital right now because 
I was about to kill myself ... But if I text him, it’s like, uh, 
y’know, after whatever appointment he’s in then he’ll check 
it”. In this case, a phone call accompanied an acute episode 
of suicidal ideation. On the other hand, a text corresponded 
to less obvious daily challenges that might go un-noted by 
people unfamiliar with P02’s personal history. 

Similarly, P03 described how a lack of contextual cues like 
body language on Facebook made them less likely to feel seen 
on these platforms. For some this was a benefit, enabling them 
to shield loved ones from explicitly witnessing their mental 
illness. For others, this was barrier to communicating the ex-
tent of their illness, forcing them to verbally articulate their 
emotions rather than having a friend or family member see that 
they were not able to take care of themselves. These examples 
implicate both the affordances and the constraints of commu-
nication technologies in making a participant’s experiences 
with BD (in)visible. 

Procedural standards highlight and hide BD experiences 
Subtle forms of interface factors mandate (in)visibility as a 
result of regulations and policies. For instance, almost every 
participant described their fatigue and frustration about repeat-
edly filling out forms or being subjected to intake interviews 
as part of clinician visits. These forms and interviews are 
aimed at making patients, their symptoms, and histories sys-
tematically legible to clinicians. Similarly, lawyers and social 
workers make a client’s situation legible to courts, such as 
when P05 entered her child into foster care. While these types 
of standardized forms can show mental health experiences in 
comparable formats, heightening the visibility of marginalized 
populations in some ways, they can also omit idiosyncratic or 
deeply personal experiences. 
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Related to legal procedures, policies related to identity can also 
impact (in)visibility for vulnerable populations. P06 describes 
how they used Facebook until their account was suspended 
pending identity verification: “[Facebook] demanded that I 
provide them with my personal identification and if the name 
on my ID did not match the name on my account that I would 
have to change my Facebook account to that name”. P06 
declined to provide verification and stopped using Facebook. 

Focusing on the transparency enabled by various interfaces 
helps us see how standardization embedded in many policies 
and technologies can dictate a person’s (in)visibility. Models 
of privacy centered on disclosure may miss the ways in which 
sociotechnical systems compel (in)visibility or reduce them to 
idiosyncratic concerns and preferences. For many participants, 
mandated exposures mediated by standardized interfaces re-
duced their sense of agency and control over the transparency 
of their experiences. 

Externalization factors 
Externalization factors refer to the innate transparency of a 
particular experience. For instance, rapid speech is a visible 
experience of BD because it manifests as external phenom-
ena. Conversely, internal experiences of BD (such as irrational 
thinking) tend to be invisible. Whether an experience was ex-
ternal or internal modulated the transparency of the experience 
in ways that are difficult to control. 

Outward-facing signals of SMI 
P18 describes how the size of a community made their exter-
nalized experiences more visible: “we all live in a very small 
community so you can kind of see all of [these concerning 
behaviors] happening”. P03 wryly pointed out “I was in the 
psych ward. That was a pretty clear indicator [something was 
not right]”. The (in)visibility of an experience is as much a 
function of the environment in which it exists as it is about the 
inherent visibility of an experience. 

This was a particular concern for some of our participants 
whose mood fluctuations were both extreme and highly per-
ceptible (i.e., accompanied by changes in speech patterns, 
increased irritability, weeping, etc.). Participants described the 
innate visibility of externalized bouts of crying: (P05: “You 
can’t really hide [from a partner that] you’re going into the 
bedroom and balling”). Likewise, manic episodes were vis-
ible through pressured or rapid speech or singing (P13: “I 
was talking very rapidly and singing songs and just stopping 
speaking and just singing”). Co-morbid conditions can also 
be highly visible, contributing to overall assumptions about 
a person’s mental health status (P18: “I tell [people] I have 
OCD because I’m much more open about OCD, everyone’s 
like, well, that’s not a surprise at all.”). 

Inward personal experiences 
Conversely, there are some internal aspects of mental illness 
that can afford a degree of visibility but remain opaque to 
some. While familiarity with mental health issues helped 
contextualize experiences of mental illness (see: Personal 
Factors), trying to integrate the visible and the invisible aspects 
of their experiences for others was taxing for many participants. 
Putting an emotional experience into words is a difficult task, 

let alone one as complex as BD. P06 described the difficulty of 
using words for such a nuanced and intense experience: “The 
most that I’ve tried to explain that anyone can relate to is that 
they can say oh I’ve had anxiety attacks before, and this is not 
just anxiety and I wouldn’t be living the way I do and trying to 
scrape [by] and feed my cat and stuff if I could function better 
and have my medication”. 

The innate (in)visibility of BD experiences, what we refer 
to as externalization factors, is not always in the control of 
the person with the mental illness. The inherent difficulty of 
articulating and expressing some experiences demonstrates 
how (im)material qualities of an experience determine the 
transparency of an experience. 

Societal factors 
Social norms and conventions around mental health played 
both direct and indirect roles in the transparency of a partici-
pant’s mental illness. This is related to work that looks at how 
social values impact visibility, such as “passing” for white in 
apartheid South Africa [9], being transgender [8] or black 
[12] at U.S. airports post 9/11, or bisexual [29, 61] and queer 
erasure [39, 67]. Because ruptures with social norms were 
highly visible, the experience of being visibly “normal” (P01, 
P05, P18, P20) meant performance of or adherence to social 
norms and practices. 

Social stigmas 
Many participants described hiding parts of their experience 
due to feelings of shame or fears of being diminished: “So 
what [my sibling] does [when I tell them about depression] is 
laughs or tells me to stop crying and stop being such a drama 
queen" (P09). P03 described the reaction of their co-workers 
to their BD diagnosis: “I went to a job and I said, ‘Guess 
what? I have a mental illness. I didn’t even know that. That’s 
why I was out of town.’ And they said, ‘Oh, no! Maybe you’ll 
HURT the children!’ and I was really shocked”. This supports 
prior work about how social stigmas around mental health 
impact disclosures [4, 56]. 

However, a few participants showed resilience in the face 
of stigma, such as P03: “Sometimes I use mental illness to 
shock people". P05 described how visibility can be a means 
for activism, despite negative reactions: “I’ve always been 
very open about my mental illness, sometimes that’s backfired, 
sometimes it wasn’t a good thing.... I think people need to 
be educated, so anything to help with it”.). Participants also 
encountered accepting environments, such as P05: “I was 
hospitalized and instead of telling my boss I was hospitalized 
I used my vacation time and it was afterwards I told her and 
she said no you don’t use vacation time for sick time and they 
were supportive”). While social stigmas strongly influenced 
our participants transparency experiences, they did not always 
lead people to hide. 

Social norms spotlight transparency factors’ complex links 
As an example of how our transparency factors may be en-
twined, we consider how P07 invokes specific social norms 
(parent-child relationships), a specific audience (their parents), 
and externalization factors (suicidal ideation) to produce a spe-
cific configuration of transparency. In talking about symptoms 
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of depression with their parents, P07 reported “I don’t think 
any parent wants to hear [about suicidal ideation] especially 
from a child”. For P07, adherence to perceived norms in social 
relationships meant concealing their painful experiences from 
a particular audience (their parents). The internal nature of 
suicidal ideation provided affordances and constraints for mak-
ing this ideation visible (e.g. disclosure or behavior). These 
factors combined to produce a set of possibilities that afford 
and constrain the transparency of P07’s experience. 

Finally, the existence of intense social stigmas complicates 
understanding privacy as solely a matter of disclosure. This 
is exemplified by P09: “I prefer to be open and honest, not 
with people I meet on the street or co-workers because unfor-
tunately we’re still in this stigmatization of mental illness”. 
Throughout our results, participants expressed a desire and a 
need to make themselves visible to other people. However, 
this is situationally impractical precisely because of social 
perspectives around mental illness. To view privacy in this 
case as a matter of preference is to focus on the behavior and 
perspectives of social actors (i.e., sharing preferences) instead 
of the context against which these behaviors and perspectives 
take place. Thinking about transparency allows us to consider 
a specific type of contextual background, since being transpar-
ent is as much about the object’s environment as the object 
itself. This allows us to begin to trace the contours of how and 
where social values (including but not limited to stigmas of 
mental illness) can be addressed in system design. 

DISCUSSION 

Limitations 
Our study was done with a small sample size, which, as we 
mentioned, might have been biased towards individuals who 
are more “open” or “visible” about their experience with BD. 
The interviews we analyzed were also not structured specif-
ically to interrogate privacy practices. We do not claim that 
the perspectives around transparency discussed by our partic-
ipants generalize across all people managing BD or serious 
mental illness; however, in this discussion we identify ways 
that they can inform useful guidelines for designing social PI 
systems for this population and provide a foundation for future 
co-design work in this space. 

Implications for Privacy-as-Disclosure 
Designing for vulnerable populations can help to highlight 
normative contingencies in existing systems. This can help 
deepen our understanding of a multi-dimensional concept like 
privacy and lead to the design of more accessible, inclusive, 
and thoughtful computing systems. 

Our analysis revealed continuity with disclosure-centered pri-
vacy frameworks. Participants described preferences regarding 
with whom to share or hide things, in line with prior work 
on disclosure preferences within PI systems [4, 19, 25, 33]. 
Similarly, they expressed concerns for over-sharing, such as 
the consequences of disclosing mental illness in the wrong 
context [4, 19, 25, 33], or mentioned variations of a privacy 
calculus [36] to determine whether they shared or withheld 
information in particular moments. 

However, our focus on transparency helped identify gaps 
in disclosure-centered frameworks of privacy. For instance, 
privacy-as-disclosure presumes the ability to externalize per-
sonal experience through intentional disclosure. However, 
most of our participants reported difficulties in articulating 
their experiences of SMI and fatigue as a result of constant 
vigilance against misinterpretation or misunderstanding. Fo-
cusing on disclosure can omit the critical step of articulation 
and interpretation that is necessary for intentional disclosure. 

Focusing on disclosure also prevented us from examining pas-
sive experiences of privacy. For our participants, privacy was 
not always modulated by action, but rather by being in a par-
ticular way, in a particular place, at a particular time. Framing 
privacy through disclosure also constrained our ability to ex-
amine experiences of privacy where a participant had little 
choice. For example, experiences with visible symptoms, hos-
pitalization, or court proceedings showed how privacy was in 
many ways impacted by the specific contextual affordances. 

Our participants’ experiences were more closely aligned with 
models of privacy as a contextual, collective, ongoing social 
practice [22, 54]. Applying a context-based framework similar 
to contextual integrity allows us to examine our participants’ 
experiences without requiring the presence of action or choice. 
However, contextual integrity focuses on flows of information 
among actors and through different spaces, looking at these 
flows from a systems perspective, where our examination 
takes place at the level of interpersonal dynamics. Instead 
of focusing on information flows against social norms, the 
concept of transparency experiences foregrounds how the 
affordances of (in)visibility either support or mitigate agency 
in the sharing of personal data. In this context, transparency 
refers to the degrees to which a person’s presence, identity, 
state, or other personal characteristics are discernible against 
a contextual background. Situations or circumstances that 
are difficult to hide have a higher degree of transparency, in 
contrast to situations that are more difficult to reveal with 
lower degrees of transparency. 

Thinking beyond negative privacy 
Privacy, especially in HCI literature, is often viewed as a pro-
tection, primarily focused on keeping bad actors out. In many 
cases, this is a useful framework, and indeed our participants 
described ways that they keep secrets. However, they also 
described many ways in which notions of positive privacy 
were required [16]. For our participants, sharing information 
was a crucial cog in their health care plans. From regular 
check-ins with family members and roommates, to updating 
clinicians on changes in mood or behavior, to re-connecting 
with loved ones after a strong episode of depression, giving 
out information was as consequential for both emotional and 
physical well-being as keeping it private. 

Transparency Factors can be multiple and multi-leveled 
Transparency factors were often entangled throughout a given 
experience of disclosure. While some experiences had singular 
factors (i.e. P18 disclosing OCD because of their inability 
to hide symptoms), most others practices were informed by 
multiple factors. For instance, the (in)visibility of mental 
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illness to work colleagues was informed by qualities of the 
audience (e.g., how adept are they at identifying behavior 
related to SMI?), qualities of the surrounding societal factors 
(i.e., what constitutes “normal” behavior in the workplace?), 
and personal factors (i.e., does this person want to share their 
experience with mental illness?). Understanding how these 
different factors overlap with each other can help inform the 
terms of an individual’s privacy calculus [21, 36, 37]. 

Furthermore, transparency practices seemed to be hierarchical 
or nested; while a person may engage in a privacy behavior, 
and that privacy behavior occurs because of some kind of 
privacy preference, these preferences occur within certain 
conditions of possibility. Participants may be more open with 
other people about their mental illness, but that motivation 
can be backdropped by motivations to subvert social stigmas 
around mental illness (e.g., shocking people), or by a personal 
history with unsupportive family members. What we begin to 
see is a complex, multiple, and hierarchical web of factors that 
motivate transparency experiences. Future work will explore 
how configurations of factors (nested, multiple, hierarchical, 
etc.) impact privacy behaviors and preferences. 

Social actors play a role in modulating (in)visibility 
Extending beyond intended recipient(s) of a disclosure allows 
us to see how other social actors can diminish or amplify a 
participant’s transparency to a broader audience and to the 
participant themselves. Our results suggest that privacy prefer-
ences may not be entirely individual, but to an extent socially-
negotiated. Several participants described maintaining contin-
uous visibility to their care team and loved ones, often in the 
form of “check ins”. These check-ins are informed by both 
individual preferences of the participant (e.g., a person’s desire 
to share) and of the audience (e.g., a person’s desire to see). 
This suggests that preferences are in fact not individual but the 
result of configurations of transparency factors. For instance, 
many individual preferences for sharing information about 
managing BD were informed by some combination of social 
stigmas around mental illness (societal factors), an audience’s 
experience in dealing with SMI (audience factors), whether 
management can even be hidden or revealed (externalization 
factors), or mandated visibility due to legal or policy require-
ments (interface factors). Therefore, one way to consider 
privacy in social PI systems is to consider how and what pref-
erences are being socially-negotiated, and provide the means 
to collaboratively resolve these visibility settings. 

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS 
We provide recommendations for designers adding social fea-
tures to health-related personal informatics systems or creating 
tools for collaborative care contexts. These are particularly 
relevant for designers working with vulnerable populations or 
within the domain of mental health. 

Create contextual privacy settings 
We recommend that indicators and controls related to data 
access in social PI systems be lightweight, integrated into the 
context of application use, and persistent throughout interfaces 
that support PI stages. Our findings support prior work around 
the multi-dimensional nature of privacy [7, 22, 50, 51, 54] 

and the need for more context-adaptive technologies [66]. 
This suggests bringing data privacy related controls into the 
context of application use, rendering controls that are relevant 
and actionable to the user at a specific time [65]. 

This might be accomplished through operationalization of 
transparency factors into PI systems. By identifying assem-
blages of data that represent different factors, PI systems could 
integrate privacy settings with relation to the contextual dis-
cernability of experiences instead of pre-set disclosure prefer-
ences (common in social media [41]). 

As an example, we might examine the episodes of isolation 
many participants reported in response to acute symptoms of 
depression (reported as a reduction in visibility). Transparency 
of this state might be determined by assessing externalization 
factors (e.g., has this person told anyone, or are they exhibiting 
observable behaviors related to acute depression?), audience 
factors (e.g., who is likely to correctly interpret this experience, 
or who is likely to respond productively?), personal factors 
(e.g., what degree of visibility does this person desire in this 
situation?), interface factors (e.g., through what mechanisms 
can visibility be provided?), and societal factors (e.g., to what 
degree does this experience align with social norms?). 

Reconsider role-based access control 
We recommend that social PI system designers reconsider 
role-based access control paradigms [63] and explore encod-
ing more complex data transparency relationships in database 
schemas. We observed that the ways that individuals expe-
rienced transparency were not always binary (visible or not 
visible). Due to various constellations of factors, people often 
obfuscate, brush over, or use metaphors to speak about their 
experience with SMI, for instance revealing just enough to 
explain absences at work or mildly unusual behavior while the 
more stressful aspects of managing SMI are concealed. 

While it is challenging to design system controls that holisti-
cally handle the nuance of this intentional vagueness, we can 
use our results to design access control mechanisms that are 
more dynamic and flexible than traditional role-based schemas 
[68]. Access controls typically consider what data types a user 
can or cannot see through mechanisms of disclosure. We sug-
gest that systems should instead consider how transparently 
a user can see what data type over what duration, and when. 
In the visualization of data, representing these “transparency 
levels” can be accomplished via fuzzing or aggregation of 
personal data over a time period, similar to the techniques 
proposed by Epstein et al. [23]. We recommend allowing 
people to adjust the level of transparency with which their data 
is shown via lightweight controls or sliders. 

There are also opportunities for considering temporal factors 
related to data transparency. The level of fine-grained access 
that individuals allow others to have might change over time 
and warrant mechanisms for manual control. Or, systems 
might automatically decay the transparency of data access over 
time if no interaction occurs between two people. Social PI 
systems do not necessarily need to follow the disclosure-based 
model of social media platforms in which shared information 
can be persistently accessed by those it was shared with [10]. 
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Designing for continuous data access 
Designers should consider how to provide contextual privacy 
controls and mechanisms for negotiation of continuous data 
access. We recommend designing across discrete instances 
of sharing qualitative information through to continuous in-
stances of sharing of real-time streaming sensor data. For 
example, providing indication of the “views” that various peo-
ple have over data types and time intervals is essential in the 
continuous sharing case, as is allowing people to adjust shared 
data in a post-hoc manner. 

There are also opportunities to support moments of negotiation 
within a continuous sensing paradigm. These moments might 
occur when, for example, an individual with BD feels like their 
behaviors, symptoms, or needs are visible but being dismissed. 
The system might support ways for them to call attention to 
moments in the data or significant events. Similarly, support 
system members might notice patterns that motivate them to 
reach out to check in or get more information. 

Designing for continuous data access at a specified level of 
transparency is important given our participants discussion of 
how continuous visibility is an important tool for condition 
management. Continuous data access also might reduce the 
burden on the individual with SMI related to the work of 
managing discrete instances of disclosure and the general 
pressure to keep people in their lives up-to-date. 

Design appropriate defaults 
Due to the interdependence of factors which impact trans-
parency experiences, allowing users agency to configure trans-
parency of data types for different audiences is essential. How-
ever, requiring people to configure all of these settings might 
be burdensome. We see transparency factors as potential 
guides for how to construct appropriate defaults. One way to 
identify appropriate defaults is to assess a person’s openness 
about their mental illness during on-boarding. Later this can 
be used to suggest sharing configurations as other users are 
added or connected to the system. Finding out what stage of 
a mental health management plan an individual is currently 
experiencing during system use might also help inform rec-
ommendations. For example, if an individual has just been 
diagnosed, they might want to keep their therapist/doctor up-to-
date with how medications are working or have more frequent 
check-ins with family members. 

Support collective data practices 
Co-tracking scenarios (i.e., multiple people tracking one per-
son or multiple people tracking themselves and comparing 
to each other) warrant further investigation in the context of 
BD. Our participants described how helpful outside feedback 
can be for individual sensemaking. Allowing select support 
network members to co-track might also provide additional 
certainty to stochastic models. 

Our analysis also suggests the importance of providing edu-
cation and empathy building around BD for support system 
members, so that they become more capable audience mem-
bers. Systems could structure educational moments for support 
system members, as well as encourage them to ask questions 

or check in. Systems should also allow support system mem-
bers to communicate with each other, as this sort of visibility 
amplification and sharing of information can sometimes be an 
expected and essential part of care management. 

Given the positive benefits of social support networks, in-
visibility can have negative consequences in the context of 
managing chronic illness. Designers should be aware that 
not all people managing chronic illness have robust social 
support systems. While it is common to think about design-
ing for strong and weak social ties, these ties are not always 
available or appropriate. Not all support system members are 
equipped or suited to serve as collaborators. One way for 
systems to scaffold a lack of social support is by connecting 
PI systems with existing online forums [19], such as the sub-
reddit r/bipolar (mentioned by several participants). This sort 
of openness must be managed with precautions for keeping 
sensitive data from being unintentionally disclosed on general 
purpose online forums or social networking sites. 

Include mechanisms for negotiation of data access 
We recommend designing to support mechanisms for collabo-
rative and/or coordinated negotiation of data access. Audience 
members should not be considered passive recipients of data, 
but rather active participants in modulating transparency. The 
mechanisms within a system related to data sharing instances 
or adjustments should mirror the practice of “check-ins” dis-
cussed by our participants and allow for negotiation between 
people about the degree of access granted. For example, a 
support system member might request access to the past month 
of a person’s health-related data. This request could initiate 
a system-supported negotiation around this data access. The 
individual with BD might be able to then review and adjust 
data before sending it by filling in missing pieces, obscuring 
sensitive or inaccurate data points, or adjusting the level of 
fuzziness or aggregation with which it was shared. 

CONCLUSION 
While privacy research in HCI often centers conceptually 
around disclosure, this framework does not always map cleanly 
into on-the-ground privacy experiences. Using the lens of 
transparency, we provided a descriptive case study of privacy 
practices of people managing BD interpreted as transparency 
experiences and transparency factors. Our results contribute 
to a growing body of literature calling for more contextually-
grounded case studies of privacy practices [7, 22, 54]. Fur-
thermore, our interpretive framework of transparency com-
bined with the unique experience of people managing BD help 
foreground hidden contingencies in conceptions of privacy-
as-disclosure. Our hope is that social PI systems designers 
consider the strengths and weaknesses of a given interpretive 
framework of privacy, and choose their frameworks for under-
standing privacy carefully, considerately, and intentionally. 
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